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The following is a list of Master's Projects Erin E. Dissly. Making the Land Use-
prepared by students who graduated from the Transportation Connection in Raleigh, NC:
Department of City and Regional Planning at Planning and Implementation of Transit Station
UNC-Chapel Hill in 2000. To obtain a copy of Areas
one or more of these projects, contact Patricia s
Coke at (919) 962-4784. Joshua Drucker. American and Australian >go
Urban Forms: A Comparison of Structure,
—
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Laurie Actman. The Development and Determinants, and Consequences CO
Economic Impact of Inner-City Supermarkets 7Jo
Susan Exline. Unmet Demand for Smart mo
Elliott D. Barnett. When Worlds Collide: The Growth Developments: An Assessment of HCO
Convergence of the Land Use Planning Systems Consumer Preferences
of the Netherlands and the State of Oregon
Scott William August Ferguson. Principles of
Kristin C. Boesch. The Barataria-Terrebonne a Successful Waterfront Development
National Estuary Program: A Case Study of
Ecosystem Management Rebecca A. Fox. Neighborhood Indicators in
East Burlington: An Assessment for the
Brian B. Byfield. Financing Conservation from Community Indicators and Survey Subcommittee
Overseas- An International Lesson for Jamaica
Joann Alberts Garvin. T.O.D. in the Triangle:
Jeffrey V. Caiola. Community Organizing: Is it What Can We Learn from Other Cities'
Vital to Community Development Corporations Experience with Transit?
and Compatible with Economic and Physical
Development Goals ofCDCs? Philip L. Hervey. Design Regulations for
Revitalizing Downtown Durham
Phillip S. Conrad. Integrating Land Use and
Transportation: A Comparison of Oregon and Jonathan Matthew Hull. University-Based
Florida Economic Development Centers: Best Practices
and Recommendations to the Center for
John Griffith Davies. Toward a Unified Land Economic Development at Carnegie Mellon
Use—Transportation Planning Process University
Marc C. deBree. Tools and Strategies for Matthew R. Jesick. Chapel Hill's Short Range
Responding to Sea Level Change in the Transit Plan: A Comparison of Theory and
Caribbean's Lesser Antilles Practice
47
Clifford M. Kenwood. New Urbanism: Lisa Christine Roberts. Community
Repackaged Suburbs or a New Vision for Development and School Improvement:
Neighborhood Design? Supporting Partnerships Between Communities
and Schools
Cynthia Langlykke. The Benefits ofWorkforce
Integration and Housing Concentration for Angela C. Siefkes. Are Truck-Involved Crashes
Immigrant Groups, with Related Policy More Frequent and Severe During Work Zones?
Inferences Drawn from Immigration Trends in
Germany and Berlin Eve Carlisle Stewart. Examining the Need for
FHA"s 203(k) Mortgage Insurance Program
Laurence Vernon Lewis. Bicycle and
Pedestrian Access to Transit: A Case Study Caroline Elizabeth Wells. An Evaluation of the
Analysis Southside Area Development Plan—Greensboro.
North Carolina
Jennifer Stubblefield Lobenhofer. Self-Help
Credit Union Commercial Lending: A Anita Stephenson Watkins. Cumulative and
Preliminary Impact Assessment Secondary Impact under NEPA.
o
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Jeffrey Adams Masten. Toward an Integrated
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Wetland Mitigation Banking Policy at the North
Carolina Department of Transportation
Katherine O'Prey. Evaluation of Chapel HillO
2
Watersheds: Impervious Surface Cover as
2
Q.
Stream Health Indicator
1 Megan Ariana Owen. Water Quality Protection
O
q: and Zoning. Subdivision, and Stormwater
o Ordinances: An Evaluation of Selected North
Carolina CAMA Communities
Timothy William Owen. Land Protection
Planning and Scenic Quality Along the Blue
Ridge Parkway in Watauga Count). North
Carolina
Leslie Parrish. Downtown Revitalization
Through Artist Niches: A Feasibility Guide
Peter J. Ray. Developing an Adequate Public
Facility Program in North Carolina
Anna Wood Readling. Habitat Protection in the
Cane Creek Watershed: A Recommendation
Based on Ecological Principles
48
